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Abstract—Sentiment analysis is a powerful data mining technique used to determine user’s opinion regarding an organization, event, person or 

product. Micro blogging sites & other social media platforms are gaining massive popularity now days & millions of people comment positively or 

negatively about various events person in their comments or parts.  Micro blogging sites facilitate the public to share & review their opinion& file 

events in their posts. Sentiment analysis or opinion mining on micro blogging data mining feat. The proposed system is designed to perform 

sentiment analysis on micro blogging sites using machine learning techniques with variable weighted grading to various definitive words to be 

positive, negative or neutral. The positive or negativity of words in a tweet is scaled on a factor of 1 to 5. Assigning weight to determined sentiments 

allow more natural/fuzzy jurisdiction than a simple binary system.  

Also, a neuro fuzzy inference system is used to compute a grade for specific search keywords which may be on event/entity etc. Thus their presented 

tool becomes indispensible for anyone who is interested in public sentiment on a event/entity such as NGO’s, social frame works, marketing 

agencies, manufactures, art industries such as film industries, political parties etc, whoever is affected by public opinion. 

Index Terms—:Sentiment Analysis, Machine Learning, Opinion Mining, Neuro Fuzzy Grading, Twitter Mining.      

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Information mining is an act of sequential search for significant stocks of information to search for examples and patterns that are 

undergoing basic research Information mining to assess and assess the likelihood of future events. Information retrieval is otherwise 

called Discovery Discovery in Data (KDD). 

The key properties of information mining are:  

 Programmed revelation of examples  

 Expectation of likely results  

 Making of significant data  

 Spotlight on extensive informational collections and databases 

 
Fig 1.1 Data Mining Process 

 

Data Mining is essentially utilized today by organizations with a solid purchaser canter — retail, money related, correspondence, and 

advertising associations, to "bore down" into their value-based information and decide evaluating, client inclinations and item 

situating, affect on deals, consumer loyalty and corporate benefits. With information mining, a retailer can utilize purpose of-offer 

records of client buys to create items and advancements to speak to particular client portions. Information mining has great potential 

to enhance health frameworks. It uses information and inspection to identify best practices that enhance thinking and reduce costs. 

Analysts use information mining methods such as multidimensional databases, machine adaptation, fine calculations, information 

representation and insights. Excavation can be utilized to predict the volume of the patient in each category. Create procedures to 
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ensure that patients are properly considered at the ideal location and at the perfect time. Information mining can also help health care 

safety net providers detect false statements and misuse. 

 

There is another growing field, called Educational Data Mining, which is concerned with creating strategies that find information 

from information that starts from educational environments. The objectives of the EDM stand out as an anticipation of the future 

learning behavior of substitutes, contemplation of the impact of an educational help and advancement of the logical information on 

learning. Information extraction can be used by an organization to make accurate decisions and also to predict the side effects of the 

substitute. With the results, the organization can focus on what to educate and how to educate. The learning example of substitutes can 

be captured and used to create procedures to show them. 

 

Information Mining approaches appear to be in a perfect world suited for Bioinformatics, since it is information rich. Mining organic 

information removes valuable learning from enormous datasets accumulated in science, and in other related life sciences zones, for 

example, solution and neuroscience. Utilizations of information mining to bioinformatics incorporate quality discovering, protein 

work surmising, ailment conclusion, malady forecast, sickness treatment enhancement, protein and quality collaboration organize 

reproduction, information purging, and protein sub-cell area expectation. 

 

Assessment surveys and sensory mining are areas of concentration that break personal assumptions, tilts, assessments, tendencies, and 

feelings from a combination of dialects. It is outstanding in the most dynamic research areas of normal dialect preparation, and is 

often considered in information mining, web mining, and content mining. To be honest, this exploration has spread beyond 

administrative engineering to administrative science and sociology because it is important to both business and society. The 

development implications of opinion reviews match the development of web-based social networks, such as auditing, collecting 

conversations, websites, small online journals, Twitter, and interpersonal organizations. In the absence of precedents for human 

history, we now have a large amount of stubborn information recorded in a computerized framework for review. Feeling examination 

frameworks are being connected in relatively every business and social space since suppositions are vital to every single human 

movement and are key influencers of our practices. Our convictions and view of reality, and the decisions we make, are to a great 

extent adapted on how others see and assess the world. Therefore, when we have to settle on a choice we regularly search out the 

suppositions of others. This is genuine for people as well as for associations. This book is a thorough starting and overview content. It 

covers immensely vital themes and the most recent improvements in the field with more than 400 references. It is reasonable for 

understudies, analysts and specialists who are keen via web-based networking media examination when all is said in done and opinion 

investigation specifically. Instructors can promptly utilize it in class for courses on characteristic dialect handling, web-based social 

networking investigation, content mining, and information mining. Address slides are likewise accessible on the web. Sensory mining 

(sometimes referred to as estimation checks or sensory AI) implies the use of feature dialect processing, content surveys, 

computational phonetics, and biometrics to systematically identify, separate, measure, and focus on sensory and subjective data. 

Concept checks are broadly associated with the voice of customer materials, such as audit and research responses, web and online 

networks, and social insurance materials from advertising to customer management to the application of clinical solutions. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 
Kamaraj and Lavanya Described that Notion Analysis or Opinion Mining is a field which is utilized to contemplate the client's 

feelings towards an item or an association or a man. Twitter, a small scale blogging administration enables the client to impart their 

insights and parts of life. [1]  

 

Kiran, K. Gowtham Reddy, Jagadeesh GopalDescribed that Feeling investigation is essentially breaking down of the assessments 

from the content. Slant investigation can be alluded as conclusion mining. Estimation examination finds and legitimizes the 

supposition of the individual concerning a given wellspring of substance. [2]  

 

Archana Shinde, Prachi Panchal, NiharSuryawanshiDescribed that While buying items on an online business site, a client needs 

to experience various locales to discover the item getting it done as far as costs and surveys. [3]  

 

Pranali Borele1, Dilipkumar A. Borikar Described that Assumption Analysis is the way toward recognizing whether the feeling or 

surveys communicated in a bit of work is sure, negative or unbiased [4] 

 

Vimal kumar B. VaghelaBhumika M. Jadav Described thatSlant examination is a continuous research region in the field of 

content mining. Individuals post their audit in type of unstructured information so supposition extraction gives general sentiment of 

surveys so it does best employment for client, individuals, association and so on. [5] 

 

Neha Upadhyay, Prof. Angad SingDescribed thatBecause of the huge feeling of rich web assets, for example, discourse gathering, 

audit destinations , websites and news corpora available in advanced frame, a great deal of investigation is concentrating on the region 

of opinion examination. Individuals are endeavoring to build up a framework that can distinguish and characterize assessment or 

notion as spoke to in an electronic content. [6]  

AkshayAmolik, NiketanJivane, Mahavir Bhandari, Dr.M.Venkatesan Described thatConclusion examination is fundamentally 

worried about investigation of feelings and suppositions from content. Authors can allude notion examination as sentiment mining. [7]  

 

Wiharto, Hari Kusnanto And HeriantoDescribed thatProgrammed determination of coronary illness encourages the specialist to 

help in basic leadership a conclusion. Coronary illness have a few kinds or levels. Alluding to the UCI Repository dataset, it 

partitioned into 4 writes or levels that are named numbers 1-4 (low, medium, high and genuine). [8]  
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Robert Remus et al.This paper depicts University of Leipzig's way to deal with SemEval-2013 undertaking 2B on Sentiment 

Analysis in Twitter: message extremity order. [9] 

 

Navel and  Rudhir Described thatOpinions are articulations of one's words in a sentence. Thus understanding the significance of 

content in the sentence is of most extreme significance to individuals of different fields like client surveys in organizations, motion 

picture audits in motion pictures, and so on. [10]  

 

Gaurav S. Chavan1, SagarManjare, ParikshitHegde, AmrutaSankheAtharva Described thatAs the expansion of person to 

person communication, individuals began to share data through various types of online networking. [11]  

 

I.Hemalatha, Dr. G. P Saradhi Varma, Dr. A.GovardhanDescribed thatAuthors display an investigation of an assortment of 

administered learning techniques utilized for the issue of Twitter tweet classification. [12]  

 

ZahanMalkani et al.Huge volumes of information are accessible in the web. The exchange gathering, survey locales, web journals 

and news corpora are a portion of the assessment rich assets. [13] 

 

P.Kalaivaniet al.With the advancement of web innovation, there is an enormous measure of information show in the web for the web 

clients. These clients not just utilize the accessible assets in the web, yet in addition give their input, in this way creating extra helpful 

data. [14] 

 

JayashriKhairnar and MayuraKinikarDescribed that Because of expanding captivating pattern of utilizing web and online web-

based social networking, client created substance are developing exponentially on the Web, containing clients' supposition on 

different items. [15]  

 

 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

A.System Block Diagram of Operation 

First search the topic with #tag and after twitter API that mean isan application programming interface (API) is a set of subroutine 

definitions, protocols, and tools for building application software. In general terms, it is a set of clearly defined methods of 

communication between various software components. And twitter data is count the word separator and count with leven berg 

marquardt ANN and weighted sentiment list with hash tag wise. 

 

 
Fig 3.1 Extraction of Weighted Sentiment List 
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B. Auto Grading of Event/Entity Using Neuro Fuzzy Logic 

Auto grading of weighted sentiment list averaging separation in five categories via extremely positive negative and extremely with 

respective score and neuro fuzzy logic event and include with text massage and predicate the  scale with 1-10.   

 
 

Fig 3.2 Auto Grading Of Event/Entity Using Neuro Fuzzy Logic 

 

C. Twitter Data Extraction for Keyword (Hash tag)  

Start import twython library as twython streamer and assign search term with hash tag assign twitter authentication credentials define 

class my stream through twython streamer define on success event passing self data text in data. Print data open file and text file 

through approval mode. Define on error and print data end class definition initialize new twitter streams keyword interrupt and stop 

the process.   
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Fig 3.3 Twitter Data Extraction for Keyword (Hash tag) Process Flow chart 

 

  

3.3 Machine Learning or Artificial Neural Network   

First, we start the program and we initialize the matrix test with MV values for pH from 0 to 14 for input transpose the test and output 

transpose the test and hidden layer size will be 10. Then define the hidden line in fitting neural network initialize the network and 

process to remove constant row and mapminmax and initialize the network parameter and tested the input parameter and return 

updated network then we evaluate the output value and compute the following train target and value target and test target and then 

computed value performance and value performance and test performance. View the network display and plot regression and stop the 

program. 

 

IV. RESULT 

5.1 Twitter Data Extraction for Keyword (Hash tag) 
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Fig 5.1 Twitter Data Extraction for Keyword screenshot 4 

 

5.2 ANFIS Results 

 

 

Fig:5.2 

 

 

In this window we see the information about different parameters of ANFIS. 

S. No. ANFIS Number 

1 No. of Nodes 193 

2 No. of linear parameters  81 

3 No. of non linear parameters 24 

4 Total Number of parameters 105 

5 No. of training data pairs 10 

6 No. of checking data pairs 0 

7 No. of Fuzzy rules 81 
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5.3 ANN Linear Prediction Results 

 

Fig:5.3 

This window show the graph of positive and negative grading. 
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Fig: 5.4 

 

 

 

 

In this window we see the predicted rating of the tweet. With tweet number, comment and Artificial intelligence 

rating. 

S. No. Tweet No. Type Description 

 

AI Predicted 

Rating 

1 1 Positive Excellent movie 2.33 

2 1 Negative Worst casting 4.96 

3 2 Positive Good movie 2.64 

4 3 Positive Innovative scripting 2.97 

5 2 Negative Worst actors 4.96 

 

 

Fig:5.5 

This window show the graph of positive and negative sentiments. 
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Fig:5.6 

 

In this window we see the graph of positive words dictionary sentiment grading and negative word dictionary 

sentiment grading. Here the grading of the tweet is done between zero to 5 number. And here we used 2000 

positive word for training and 4500 negative word of training.  

 

 

Fig:5.7 
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This window shows the final prediction of grading of the tweet and in this window we can also see number of 

positive count, negative count, negative and positive grading mean. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS&FUTURE SCOPE 

CONCLUSION 

Opinion mining is vital for businesses & social outfits (NGO’s, political parties, art/sports etc.) as it facilitates determination of public 

opinion about their products/securities/works. Therefore they can que from the public opinion & improvise their product or services. 

Also sentiment analysis is an important tool to strengthen public relations. The proposed technique allow extraction of weighted 

sentiment from micro blogging sites in contrast to binary positive/negative outcome & also enables automatic determination of grade 

according to neuro fuzzy logic. This feature becomes very important for decision makers because it informs them how public rates 

their product/works & thus can improvise upon short comings. The results demonstrate, the implementation of the proposed system in 

MATLAB, & result for various popular search words their automatic grading is comparable to on ground perception.     

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

The proposed system demonstrated having better accuracy & ground connect, than classifier based approach. As their impacted by 

public opinion are large organization’s or parties, tremendous research effort supported by large financial organization is under way in 

domain of gathering and predicting public sentiment, thus the proposed technique must to adapt with time to cope up to emerging 

scenarios.  

Most sought of the adaptation is the abilities of self learning i.e. adding of new word (indicative) to its reporository according to know 

grades by other organization or outcomes as box office collections of a particular movie. Also significant research is underway in 

predicting & affecting public opinion by social media marketing & complaining. Also support for other language such as Hindi or 

other regional languages is a highly desirable & followed track.  
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